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WWhen a novel coronavirus pandemic was yet to break out, forcing everyone and everything to self-isolate in their hen a novel coronavirus pandemic was yet to break out, forcing everyone and everything to self-isolate in their 
own homes, as many as 1,144 and 1,754 Georgian students and academic personnel in 2019 and 2020 alone, own homes, as many as 1,144 and 1,754 Georgian students and academic personnel in 2019 and 2020 alone, 
respectively, went to European universities to continue their studies under the ERASMUS+ programme. In total, respectively, went to European universities to continue their studies under the ERASMUS+ programme. In total, 

as of today, 6 509 students did so. Through this programme, the EU has financed the study, as well as accommodation, as of today, 6 509 students did so. Through this programme, the EU has financed the study, as well as accommodation, 
of Georgian students at Europe’s higher educational institutions for, at least, six months, thus enabling them to obtain of Georgian students at Europe’s higher educational institutions for, at least, six months, thus enabling them to obtain 
unique international experience and add the European education to credentials in their biography.unique international experience and add the European education to credentials in their biography.

While Russian or Georgian oligarchs financed the education of their children in the U.S. or European universities, not While Russian or Georgian oligarchs financed the education of their children in the U.S. or European universities, not 
Russian, the EU has provided this opportunity to ordinary people like me and you, that is the people who lack money but Russian, the EU has provided this opportunity to ordinary people like me and you, that is the people who lack money but 
not diligence to work hard on their own development: to that boy whose father puts up a tent daily somewhere higher not diligence to work hard on their own development: to that boy whose father puts up a tent daily somewhere higher 
in Georgia’s mountains for him to receive a better Internet connection - be it on a windy or rainy day, and enable him to in Georgia’s mountains for him to receive a better Internet connection - be it on a windy or rainy day, and enable him to 
learn foreign language and attend classes even in the covid-pandemic epoch; to that girl whose school is six kilometers learn foreign language and attend classes even in the covid-pandemic epoch; to that girl whose school is six kilometers 
away from her house and who, while pinning hopes on a worn-out school bus, often has to walk this distance in order to away from her house and who, while pinning hopes on a worn-out school bus, often has to walk this distance in order to 
attend classes; to that student who in addition to side jobs, works night shifts for GEL300, but still finds time to not only attend classes; to that student who in addition to side jobs, works night shifts for GEL300, but still finds time to not only 
attend lectures but to also do really well in the university, pass the English language test and obtain the funding from the attend lectures but to also do really well in the university, pass the English language test and obtain the funding from the 
Erasmus program to master urban planning - this rare profession, in Vienna during six months …Erasmus program to master urban planning - this rare profession, in Vienna during six months …

For many this is just a beginning to rearrange their future life and obtain that type of education which knows no frontiers For many this is just a beginning to rearrange their future life and obtain that type of education which knows no frontiers 
and allows them to compete on par with citizens of much stronger countries in any burgeoning economic market – be and allows them to compete on par with citizens of much stronger countries in any burgeoning economic market – be 
it European, Asian or, believe it or not, Russian where leading companies seek not Russian-educated, but western-it European, Asian or, believe it or not, Russian where leading companies seek not Russian-educated, but western-
educated people for managing positions.educated people for managing positions.

That’s how Georgian university graduates become employees of Google, Facebook and other multinational companies, That’s how Georgian university graduates become employees of Google, Facebook and other multinational companies, 
which Georgian universities love to boast about and use their names to promote their own establishments – even a which Georgian universities love to boast about and use their names to promote their own establishments – even a 
glance at their websites will prove that. glance at their websites will prove that. 

Erasmus+ is one of those framework projects that Georgia enjoys as part of approximation to the EU, because of the Erasmus+ is one of those framework projects that Georgia enjoys as part of approximation to the EU, because of the 
country’s choice of democracy.country’s choice of democracy.

Another large-scale EU project, extended to Georgia in 2016, is Horizon 2020.Another large-scale EU project, extended to Georgia in 2016, is Horizon 2020.

These projects and in general, European scientific grants, enable Georgian researchers, apart from earning a living, to These projects and in general, European scientific grants, enable Georgian researchers, apart from earning a living, to 
engage in such large projects that for a small country like Georgia would be unimaginable several decades ago. Do you engage in such large projects that for a small country like Georgia would be unimaginable several decades ago. Do you 
know that Georgia is among the 15 founding countries of the largest project KM3Net in the Mediterranean Sea, launched know that Georgia is among the 15 founding countries of the largest project KM3Net in the Mediterranean Sea, launched 
to conduct researches in neutrino physics and astrophysics as well as marine sciences? Or do you know that quite a large to conduct researches in neutrino physics and astrophysics as well as marine sciences? Or do you know that quite a large 
group of Georgia physicists hold way higher than junior positions in the largest research center in the middle of Europe – group of Georgia physicists hold way higher than junior positions in the largest research center in the middle of Europe – 
CERN and alongside world-leading scientists try to unlock the mystery of the creation of the universe? Or have you heard CERN and alongside world-leading scientists try to unlock the mystery of the creation of the universe? Or have you heard 
about a joint effort of German and Georgian scientists to evaluate, through modern modelling, the sustainability of the about a joint effort of German and Georgian scientists to evaluate, through modern modelling, the sustainability of the 
Enguri HPP dam and prevent future ecological disasters in Georgia? Are you aware of Georgian studies into emotional Enguri HPP dam and prevent future ecological disasters in Georgia? Are you aware of Georgian studies into emotional 
intellect and positive psychology, ethnography, Black Sea ecology or other fields, that have secured an interesting niche intellect and positive psychology, ethnography, Black Sea ecology or other fields, that have secured an interesting niche 
in the international scientific arena? And have you heard of archeological expeditions, for example, the TSU-led Grakliani in the international scientific arena? And have you heard of archeological expeditions, for example, the TSU-led Grakliani 
Hill excavation site where students from many countries conduct research while scientists have claimed the discovery Hill excavation site where students from many countries conduct research while scientists have claimed the discovery 
of the earliest script in the region and obtained conclusions from US and European labs to add credibility to these of the earliest script in the region and obtained conclusions from US and European labs to add credibility to these 
discoveries and prove Georgia’s unique role in this regard? Do you have the slightest idea that much of the burden of discoveries and prove Georgia’s unique role in this regard? Do you have the slightest idea that much of the burden of 
financing research and exploration works has been shouldered by the EU, mainly via the state-run Rustaveli National financing research and exploration works has been shouldered by the EU, mainly via the state-run Rustaveli National 
Scientific Foundation mechanism, and that the movement and vitality of scientific life in the country is largely ensured by Scientific Foundation mechanism, and that the movement and vitality of scientific life in the country is largely ensured by 
the EU, including improvements in Georgian universities’ rankings in international research and educational indexes and the EU, including improvements in Georgian universities’ rankings in international research and educational indexes and 
making their diplomas increasingly acceptable by international and national employers? making their diplomas increasingly acceptable by international and national employers? 
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Improvement of education quality is precisely the aim of institutional development projects of ERASMUS+ program which Improvement of education quality is precisely the aim of institutional development projects of ERASMUS+ program which 
partners not only with state or private universities of Tbilisi, but also those of Batumi, Gori, Telavi, Samtskhe-Javakheti, partners not only with state or private universities of Tbilisi, but also those of Batumi, Gori, Telavi, Samtskhe-Javakheti, 
and Kutaisi.and Kutaisi.

While science may not be the field that may is comprehensible and interesting to all, small business and own business is While science may not be the field that may is comprehensible and interesting to all, small business and own business is 
something that we all would like to do and run. By 2018, within the scope of Horizon 2020 project, up to GEL 130 million something that we all would like to do and run. By 2018, within the scope of Horizon 2020 project, up to GEL 130 million 
had been spent on soft loans for innovative businesses.had been spent on soft loans for innovative businesses.

For those unaware, a soft loan is the kind of loan that may be repaid over quite a long timeframe and even more so, For those unaware, a soft loan is the kind of loan that may be repaid over quite a long timeframe and even more so, 
without paying an interest on the principal amount, in contrast to an ordinary bank loan.  without paying an interest on the principal amount, in contrast to an ordinary bank loan.  

Furthermore, since 2009, under the EU4Business initiative, more than 63,000 small-size entrepreneurs have received Furthermore, since 2009, under the EU4Business initiative, more than 63,000 small-size entrepreneurs have received 
soft loans in Georgia. Did all applicants receive them? Obviously not. Have all loan recipients spent them wisely and soft loans in Georgia. Did all applicants receive them? Obviously not. Have all loan recipients spent them wisely and 
efficiently? Probably not. But a mere opportunity for ordinary or nearly ordinary people to obtain soft loans to give it a efficiently? Probably not. But a mere opportunity for ordinary or nearly ordinary people to obtain soft loans to give it a 
try must also be credited to the EU – to that EU which, for example, tried, through ENPARD program, to stimulate the try must also be credited to the EU – to that EU which, for example, tried, through ENPARD program, to stimulate the 
creation of more than 1,600 Georgian agricultural cooperatives, providing both financial and technical assistance. Has it creation of more than 1,600 Georgian agricultural cooperatives, providing both financial and technical assistance. Has it 
succeeded everywhere to eradicate Soviet understanding of collectivization and instill the idea of cooperation, probably succeeded everywhere to eradicate Soviet understanding of collectivization and instill the idea of cooperation, probably 
not, but it was precisely the EU that has tried.  not, but it was precisely the EU that has tried.  

Have you travelled to Batumi of late? Have you covered rather long sections of the road at a speed of 110-120 km/hr., Have you travelled to Batumi of late? Have you covered rather long sections of the road at a speed of 110-120 km/hr., 
thereby shortening the travel time substantially? The East-West highway is one of many infrastructure projects which thereby shortening the travel time substantially? The East-West highway is one of many infrastructure projects which 
was financed with a contribution from Europe. The EU grants were spent on arranging water supply infrastructure in was financed with a contribution from Europe. The EU grants were spent on arranging water supply infrastructure in 
Adjara, Kakheti and Imereti regions and if many Georgian villages have now boreholes drilled and running water, it is Adjara, Kakheti and Imereti regions and if many Georgian villages have now boreholes drilled and running water, it is 
also owing to the EU contribution. The same holds true for financing the Enguri HPP dam fortification and other energy also owing to the EU contribution. The same holds true for financing the Enguri HPP dam fortification and other energy 
projects that should ensure a stable supply of electricity for a longer time to our homes.projects that should ensure a stable supply of electricity for a longer time to our homes.

Meanwhile, a segment of Georgian entrepreneurs has been making efforts to get into the free, “opened up” EU market Meanwhile, a segment of Georgian entrepreneurs has been making efforts to get into the free, “opened up” EU market 
with their traditional and non-traditional exports. Wooden sheds for domestic animals and birds, manufactured in a small with their traditional and non-traditional exports. Wooden sheds for domestic animals and birds, manufactured in a small 
enterprise on the outskirts of Tbilisi, have been installed in rural settlements of Europe; owing to Swedish funding, a enterprise on the outskirts of Tbilisi, have been installed in rural settlements of Europe; owing to Swedish funding, a 
small children’s clothing manufacturer sells its products on Amazon UK; a European team wears Georgia-made sports small children’s clothing manufacturer sells its products on Amazon UK; a European team wears Georgia-made sports 
uniforms of international brands at the world cup; some Europeans poke in fire or scoop away ash from fireplaces with uniforms of international brands at the world cup; some Europeans poke in fire or scoop away ash from fireplaces with 
tools exported from Georgia; the quality of Georgian honey, previously contaminated with antibiotics and numerous other tools exported from Georgia; the quality of Georgian honey, previously contaminated with antibiotics and numerous other 
pollutants, has been improving, with the first batch already exported to Europe; apart from popular agricultural produce pollutants, has been improving, with the first batch already exported to Europe; apart from popular agricultural produce 
such as wine and hazelnut, blueberries, blackberries, almonds and other fruits have been grown because when the such as wine and hazelnut, blueberries, blackberries, almonds and other fruits have been grown because when the 
quality of products increases so does the market for them… quality of products increases so does the market for them… 

Many might be unaware that owing to preferential trade regimes and free trade agreement awarded by the EU as well Many might be unaware that owing to preferential trade regimes and free trade agreement awarded by the EU as well 
as its political will and financing, more than 27% of Georgian exports go today not to a market that depends on the whim as its political will and financing, more than 27% of Georgian exports go today not to a market that depends on the whim 
of a single oligarch or a Putinesque ruler, but to the stable EU market that rests on democratic principles; to that market of a single oligarch or a Putinesque ruler, but to the stable EU market that rests on democratic principles; to that market 
which, even if seeing us rushing politically towards Russia, will not abandon Georgian manufacturers and will not ban which, even if seeing us rushing politically towards Russia, will not abandon Georgian manufacturers and will not ban 
Georgian products from already accessed market on political grounds, much like Russia did in 2006 and tried to do in Georgian products from already accessed market on political grounds, much like Russia did in 2006 and tried to do in 
regard with Georgian tourism in 2019. That 27% is almost twice as high as the value of exports to the Russian market regard with Georgian tourism in 2019. That 27% is almost twice as high as the value of exports to the Russian market 
which Russia admirers of any ilk, in unison with the Russian government, remind us of time and again and chide us for which Russia admirers of any ilk, in unison with the Russian government, remind us of time and again and chide us for 
being ungrateful. being ungrateful. 

To promote Georgian culture to Europe and vice versa – European to Georgia, in 2016-2020, the EU included Georgia To promote Georgian culture to Europe and vice versa – European to Georgia, in 2016-2020, the EU included Georgia 
in a €1.46 billion worth project known as “Creative Europe” and provided support in the form of grants (i.e. presents) in a €1.46 billion worth project known as “Creative Europe” and provided support in the form of grants (i.e. presents) 
to many artists, painters, singers, musicians, film directors, cameramen, photographers, representatives of publishing, to many artists, painters, singers, musicians, film directors, cameramen, photographers, representatives of publishing, 
cinematographic, TV, musical, cultural heritage and video game industries. That’s how the international documentary cinematographic, TV, musical, cultural heritage and video game industries. That’s how the international documentary 
film festival CinéDOC was founded in Tbilisi, exhibitions of Georgian painters and photographers were held in European film festival CinéDOC was founded in Tbilisi, exhibitions of Georgian painters and photographers were held in European 
cities, joint ideas of Georgian and European stage directors materialized in Georgian and European theaters, etc. cities, joint ideas of Georgian and European stage directors materialized in Georgian and European theaters, etc. 
“Creative Europe” program was more of an opportunity for representatives of Georgian culture to realize their ideas and “Creative Europe” program was more of an opportunity for representatives of Georgian culture to realize their ideas and 
conquer new arenas rather than to earn their bread and butter (this too, though).conquer new arenas rather than to earn their bread and butter (this too, though).

Visa-free travel to Europe, again owing to the EU’s decision and our citizens’ correct choice of orientation that the EU Visa-free travel to Europe, again owing to the EU’s decision and our citizens’ correct choice of orientation that the EU 
based its decision on, has become possible since 2017 for everyone - be they aspiring businessmen, students, artists, based its decision on, has become possible since 2017 for everyone - be they aspiring businessmen, students, artists, 
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tourists or even job seekers for, at least, three months. tourists or even job seekers for, at least, three months. 

Thus, the EU has gradually moved up to become a leader in remittances too and Georgian citizens who often illegally Thus, the EU has gradually moved up to become a leader in remittances too and Georgian citizens who often illegally 
but sometimes on official permits stayed in European countries have become the only hope for their families left behind but sometimes on official permits stayed in European countries have become the only hope for their families left behind 
in Georgia. These remittances made up a total of 13% of GDP whereas, to compare, tourism comprised 8.1% while in Georgia. These remittances made up a total of 13% of GDP whereas, to compare, tourism comprised 8.1% while 
agriculture 7.7% in 2019.agriculture 7.7% in 2019.

There are people behind all these figures – those who study, who research, who work, who receive remittances, who There are people behind all these figures – those who study, who research, who work, who receive remittances, who 
materialize their own ideas, who manufacture, who export…materialize their own ideas, who manufacture, who export…

Add to that the budget assistance (for example, in the past five years, more than 40% of budget assistance came Add to that the budget assistance (for example, in the past five years, more than 40% of budget assistance came 
from the EU), various micro financial assistance and financial instruments which, altogether, since the independence from the EU), various micro financial assistance and financial instruments which, altogether, since the independence 
of Georgia, within a bilateral format alone, exceeded €2 billion provided for achieving better democracy, improved life, of Georgia, within a bilateral format alone, exceeded €2 billion provided for achieving better democracy, improved life, 
greater Europe in Georgia.greater Europe in Georgia.

Just several days ago, the Georgian government said no to the EU assistance – the €75 million worth of soft loan and Just several days ago, the Georgian government said no to the EU assistance – the €75 million worth of soft loan and 
with it, refused to fulfill a corresponding condition precedent.with it, refused to fulfill a corresponding condition precedent.

An additional €75 million worth of soft loan to Georgia today was supposed to be a reward for an improved judiciary. An additional €75 million worth of soft loan to Georgia today was supposed to be a reward for an improved judiciary. 
The reward that could have been used to repay some of the hard loan and restructure some of that $8 billion debt which The reward that could have been used to repay some of the hard loan and restructure some of that $8 billion debt which 
Georgia owes, including that $4.1 billion which Georgia has borrowed since 2012; a good manager could also have Georgia owes, including that $4.1 billion which Georgia has borrowed since 2012; a good manager could also have 
used the €75 million, which amounts to GEL 272 million, to finance innovative or infrastructure projects that would have used the €75 million, which amounts to GEL 272 million, to finance innovative or infrastructure projects that would have 
ensured, at least, temporary employment of more people and resulted in water supply to more villages, or more repaired ensured, at least, temporary employment of more people and resulted in water supply to more villages, or more repaired 
roads that would have enabled more people to travel, more cargos to be shipped, exports to be carried out more easily, roads that would have enabled more people to travel, more cargos to be shipped, exports to be carried out more easily, 
tourists to receive higher quality service, etc., thus helping the economy growth and generate additional revenues to tourists to receive higher quality service, etc., thus helping the economy growth and generate additional revenues to 
the country; it could have been used to solve the irrigation problem in several villages that would have enabled villagers the country; it could have been used to solve the irrigation problem in several villages that would have enabled villagers 
to increase production and reduce dependence on the state; more gifted students could have received financing and to increase production and reduce dependence on the state; more gifted students could have received financing and 
after acquiring necessary skills, have reinvested their knowledge in the economy; more children could have studied in after acquiring necessary skills, have reinvested their knowledge in the economy; more children could have studied in 
refurbished schools equipped with Internet access and more children have given an opportunity to study - be it even refurbished schools equipped with Internet access and more children have given an opportunity to study - be it even 
remotely…. To cut a long story short, no matter what investment with economically significant return had the €75 million remotely…. To cut a long story short, no matter what investment with economically significant return had the €75 million 
been spent on, that amount, with its low interest rate and soft terms, would financially have been the reward in the long been spent on, that amount, with its low interest rate and soft terms, would financially have been the reward in the long 
run, not the burden. After all, it could have been used for meeting a vital ongoing need – the purchase of medicine for run, not the burden. After all, it could have been used for meeting a vital ongoing need – the purchase of medicine for 
covid-infected patients, thus sparing their families from efforts to search for the necessary medicine in the Internet or on covid-infected patients, thus sparing their families from efforts to search for the necessary medicine in the Internet or on 
the black market…. the black market…. 

Let alone the condition precedent for disbursing the €75 million – an improved court system which the government Let alone the condition precedent for disbursing the €75 million – an improved court system which the government 
refused to fulfill and which was supposed to be a prerequisite for better equity, better protection of our rights, more refused to fulfill and which was supposed to be a prerequisite for better equity, better protection of our rights, more 
investors to enter and hence, bring higher employment, higher economic growth, improved welfare and better country.investors to enter and hence, bring higher employment, higher economic growth, improved welfare and better country.

კოვიდ-19 გამოწვევები და
სოციალური პოლიტიკის ვარიანტები

საქართველოს მთავრობისთვის

ანდრია ურუშაძე
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